An online tool for improving biospecimen data element reporting.
Detailed documentation of the experimental materials and methods is essential for the validation of scientific papers. Human biospecimens are increasingly utilized as materials in cancer research and information about the biospecimens used is a component of this documentation. We hypothesized that previously reported biospecimen data are inadequate for accurate replication and/or validation of a substantial proportion of studies. To examine this issue, we analyzed biospecimen reporting in a representative cross section of publications over the past 12 years (1998, 2004, 2010) in the journals, Cancer Research (CR, n=46) and Clinical Cancer Research (CCR, n=73). We assessed biospecimen data in relation to the standards outlined as the Tier 1 recommended data elements from the Biospecimen Reporting for Improved Study Quality (BRISQ), in addition to ethics criteria. These data elements encompass features of biospecimens influenced by the patient, medical procedure, and biospecimen acquisition, handling and storage processes. Analysis found that while there was a significant increase in the reporting of ethics board approval status (p<0.008) and name of the ethics board (p<0.0001), there were no significant differences between these journals or over this period in reporting other biospecimen-related data elements. Of the 15 Tier 1 data elements assessed in CR and CCR, the data elements commonly obtained from the "Clinical Chart" (8/15 elements) were significantly better reported than elements that would typically be obtained from the "Biobank" (p<0.0001). Our findings demonstrate that reporting of biospecimen-related data elements has been incomplete. As one part of the solution to this issue, we propose the use of an online data-elements reporting tool (www.biobanking.ca) by biobanks. This BRISQ Report tool aims to help biobanks provide the relevant biospecimen-related data as a structured report, and to promote its inclusion as supplementary material in publications to improve the quality of future research studies.